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Exercise 8: Database Architectures
8.1. File Organization
a. Consider the deletion of records 5 from the file shown below. Compare the relative merits of
the following techniques for implementing the deletion:
1. Move record 6 to the space occupied by record 5, and move record 7 to the space
occupied by record 6.
2. Move record 7 to the space occupied by record 5.
3. Mark record 5 as deleted, and move no records.

b. Show the structure of the file shown below after each of the following steps:
1. Insert (24556, Turnamian, Finance, 98000).
2. Delete record 2.
3. Insert (34556, Thompson, Music, 67000).

8.2. Table of data storage
List the physical storage media available on the computers you use routinely. Give the speed with
which data can be accessed on each medium, the average amount of data which can be stored, an
estimated price per GB and if the data needs power to be stored.

8.3. Buffer Replacement Strategies
Give a query-processing strategy for the relational-algebra expression 𝑅1 𝑅2 where:
a. MRU is preferable to LRU
b. LRU is preferable to MRU

8.4. Shared Structures
Instead of storing shared structures in shared memory, an alternative architecture would be to store
them in the local memory of a special process, and access the shared data by interprocess
communication with the process. What would be the drawback of such an architecture?

8.5. Speedup
Assume we have two computers A(1,2 GHz) and B (3,6 Ghz). Compute the speedup given that A
needs 35 ms and B needs 15 ms for answering a query. Check if it is linear or sublinear.

8.6. Data Servers
Consider a database system based on a client–server architecture, with the server acting as a data
server.
a. What is the effect of the speed of the interconnection between the client and the server on
the choice between tuple and page shipping?
b. If page shipping is used, the cache of data at the client can be organized either as a tuple
cache or a page cache. The page cache stores data in units of a page, while the tuple cache
stores data in units of tuples. Assume tuples are smaller than pages. Describe one benefit of
a tuple cache over a page cache.

